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IntrodutionIn this paper we extend the results of [Tay4℄ from the ordinary to the rys-talline, low weight ase. The underlying ideas are the same. However thisextension allows us to prove the meromorphi ontinuation and funtionalequation for the L-funtion of any regular (i.e. distint Hodge numbers) ranktwo \motive" over Q . We avoid having to know what is meant by \motive"by working instead with systems of l-adi representations satisfying ertainonditions whih will be satis�ed by the l-adi realisations of any \motive".More preisely by a rank 2 weakly ompatible system of l-adi representa-tions R over Q we shall mean a 5-tuple (M;S; fQp(X)g; f��g; fn1; n2g) where� M is a number �eld;� S is a �nite set of rational primes;� for eah prime p 62 S of Q , Qp(X) is a moni degree 2 polynomial inM [X℄;� for eah prime � of M (with residue harateristi l say)�� : GQ �! GL2(M�)is a ontinuous representation suh that, if l 62 S then ��jGl is rys-talline, and if p 62 S [ flg then �� is unrami�ed at p and ��(Frobp) hasharateristi polynomial Qp(X); and� n1; n2 are integers suh that for all primes � ofM (lying above a rationalprime l) the representation ��jGl is Hodge-Tate with numbers n1 and n2,i.e. ��
Q ldQ al �= (M�
Q ldQ al )(�n1)�(M�
Q ldQ al )(�n2) asM�
Q ldQ al -modules with M�-linear,dQ al -semilinear GQ l -ations.We all R regular if n1 6= n2 and det ��() = �1 for one (and hene all) primes� of M . We remark that if R arises from a regular (distint Hodge numbers)motive then one an use the Hodge realisation to hek that det ��() = �1for all �. Thus we onsider this oddness ondition part of regularity. It isnot diÆult to see that either all the �� are absolutely reduible or all areabsolutely irreduible. In the former (resp. latter) ase we all R reduible(resp. irreduible). Then we prove the following theorem.We will all R strongly ompatible if for eah rational prime p there is aWeil-Deligne representation WDp(R) of WQp suh that for primes � of M notdividing p, WDp(R) is equivalent to the Frobenius semi-simpli�ation of the
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Weil-Deligne representation assoiated to ��jGp . If R is strongly ompatibleand if i :M ,! C then we de�ne an L-funtion L(iR; s) as the in�nite produtL(iR; s) =Yp Lp(iWDp(R)_ 
 jArt �1j�sp )�1
whih may or may not onverge. Fix an additive harater 	 =Q	p of A =Qwith 	1(x) = e2�p�1x, and a Haar measure dx = Q dxp on A with dx1 theusual measure on R and with dx(A =Q ) = 1. If, say, n1 > n2 then we an alsoalso de�ne an �-fator �(iR; s) by the formula�(iR; s) = p�11+n1�n2Yp �(iWDp(RS)_ 
 jArt �1j�sp ;	p; dxp):
(See [Tat℄ for the relation between l-adi representations of GQp and Weil-Deligne representations of WQp , and also for the de�nition of the loal L and�-fators.)Theorem A Suppose that R = (M;S; fQx(X)g; f��g; fn1; n2g)=Q is a regu-lar, irreduible, rank 2 weakly ompatible system of l-adi representations withn1 > n2. Then the following assertions hold.1. For all rational primes p 62 S and for all i :M ,! C the roots of i(Qp(X))have absolute value p�(n1+n2)=2.2. R is strongly ompatible.3. For all i :M ,! C , the L-funtion L(iR; s) onverges to a meromorphifuntion in Re s > 1 � (n1 + n2)=2, L(iR; s) has meromorphi ontinu-ation to the entire omplex plane and satis�es a funtional equation(2�)�(s+n1)�(s+n1)L(iR; s) = �(iR; s)(2�)s+n2�1�(1�n2� s)L(iR_; 1� s):For example suppose that X=Q is a rigid Calabi-Yau 3-fold, where byrigid we mean that H2;1(X(C ); C ) = (0). Then the zeta funtion �X(s) ofX has meromorphi ontinuation to the entire omplex plane and satis�es afuntional equation relating �X(s) and �X(4 � s). A more preise statementan be found in setion six.Along the way we prove the following result whih may also be of interest.It partially on�rms the Fontaine-Mazur onjeture, see [FM℄.Theorem B Let l > 3 be a prime and let 2 � k � (l + 1)=2 be an integer.Let � : GQ ! GL2(Q al ) be a ontinuous irreduible representation suh that2



� � is rami�es at only �nitely many primes,� det �() = �1,� �jGl is rystalline with Hodge-Tate numbers 0 and 1� k.Then the following assertions hold.1. There is a Galois totally real �eld F in whih l is unrami�ed, a regu-lar algebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) and anembedding � of the �eld of rationality of � into Q al suh that� ��;� � �jGF ,� �x is unrami�ed for all plaes x of E above l, and� �1 has weight k.2. If � is unrami�ed at a prime p and if � is an eigenvalue of �(Frobp) then� 2 Q a and for any isomorphism i : Q al �! C we haveji�j2 = p(k�1)=2:3. Fix an isomorphism i : Q al �! C . There is a rational funtion Ll;i(X) 2C (X) suh that the produtL(i�; s) = Ll;i(l�s)�1Yp6=l i det(1� �Ip(Frobp)p�s)�1
onverges in Re s > (k+1)=2 and extends to a meromorphi funtion onthe entire omplex plane whih satis�es a funtional equation(2�)�s�(s)L(i�; s) = WN(�)k=2�s(2�)s�k�(k � s)L(i(�_ 
 �k�1); k � s);where � denotes the ylotomi harater, where N(�) denotes the on-dutor of � (whih is prime to l), and where W is a omplex number.(W is given in terms of loal �-fators in the natural way. See setion 6for details.)4. If k = 2 further assume that for some prime p 6= l we have

�jGp � � �� �0 � � :Then � ours in the l-adi ohomology (with oeÆients in some Tatetwist of the onstant sheaf) of some variety over Q .3



For further disussion of the bakground to these results and for a skethof the arguments we use we refer the reader to the introdution of [Tay4℄.The �rst three setions of this paper are taken up generalising results ofWiles [W2℄ and of Wiles and the author [TW℄ to totally real �elds. Previouswork along these lines has been undertaken by Fujiwara [Fu℄ (unpublished) andSkinner and Wiles [SW2℄. However the generalisation we need is not availablein the literature, so we give the neessary arguments here. We laim no greatoriginality, this is mostly a tehnial exerise. We hope, however, that otherauthors may �nd theorems 2.6, 3.2 and 3.3 of some use.In the fourth and �fth setions we generalise some of our results from [Tay4℄about a potential version of Serre's onjeture. This is the most original part ofthis paper. The main result is theorem 5.7. Finally in setion six we ombinetheorems 3.3 and 5.7 to dedue the main results of this paper whih we havesummarised above.
NotationThroughout this paper l will denote a rational prime, usually assumed to beodd and often assumed to be > 3.If K is a perfet �eld we will let Ka denote its algebrai losure and GKdenote its absolute Galois group Gal (Ka=K). If moreover p is a prime numberdi�erent from the harateristi of K then we will let �p : GK ! Z�p denotethe p-adi ylotomi harater and !p the Teihmuller lift of �p mod p. In thease p = l we will drop the subsripts and write simply � = �l and ! = !l. Wewill let  denote omplex onjugation on C .If K is an l-adi �eld we will let j jK denote the absolute value on Knormalised to take uniformisers to the inverse of the ardinality of the residue�eld of K. We will let IK denote the inertia subgroup of GK , WK denote theWeil group of K and FrobK 2 WK=IK an an arithmeti Frobenius element.We will also let Art : K� �! W abK denote the Artin map normalised to takeuniformisers to arithmeti Frobenius elements. Please note these unfotunateonventions. We apologise for making them. (They are inherited from [CDT℄.)By an n-dimensional Weil-Deligne representation ofWK over a �eldM we shallmean a pair (r;N) where r : WK ! GLn(M) is a homomorphism with openkernel and where N 2Mn(M) satis�esr(�)Nr(�)�1 = jArt �1�j�1K Nfor all � 2 WK . We all (r;N) Frobenius semi-simple if r is semi-simple. For
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n 2 Z>0 we de�ne a harater !K;n : IK ! (Ka)� by!K;n(�) = �( ln�1pl)= ln�1pl:We will often write !n for !Q l ;n. Note that !K;1 = !.Now suppose that K=Q l is a �nite unrami�ed extension, that O is thering of integers of a �nite extension of K with maximal ideal � and that2 � k � l � 1. Let MFK;O;k denote the abelian ategory whose objets are�nite length OK 
Zl O-modules D together with a distinguished submoduleD0 and FrobK 
 1-semilinear maps '1�k : D ! D and '0 : D0 ! D suh that� '1�kjD0 = lk�1'0, and� Im'1�k + Im'0 = D.Also letMFK;O=�n;k denote the full subategory of objets D with �nD = (0).If D is an objet of MFK;O;k we de�ne D�[1� k℄ by� D�[1� k℄ = Hom (D; Q l=Zl);� D�[1� k℄0 = Hom(D=D0; Q l=Zl);� '1�k(f)(z) = f(lk�1x+ y), where z = '1�k(x) + '0(y);� '0(f)(z) = f(x mod D0), where z � '1�k(x) mod ('0D0).There is a fully faithful, O-length preserving, exat, O-additive, ovariantfuntor M from MFK;O;k to the ategory of ontinuous O[GK ℄-modules withessential image losed under the formation of sub-objets. (See [FL℄, espeiallysetion 9. In the notation of that paper M (D) = US(D�), whereD� isD�[1�k℄with its �ltration shifted by k � 1. The reader ould also onsult setion 2.5of [DDT℄, where the ase k = 2 and K = Q l is disussed.)If K is a number �eld and x is a �nite plae of K we will write Kx forthe ompletion of K at x, k(x) for the residue �eld of x, $x for a uniformiserin Kx, Gx for a deomposition group above x, Ix for the inertia subgroup ofGx, and Frobx for an arithmeti Frobenius element in Gx=Ix. We will alsolet OK denote the integers of K, dK the di�erent of K and k(x) denote theresidue �eld of OK at x. If S is a �nite set of plaes of K we will write K�Sfor the subgroup of K� onsisting of elements whih are units outside S. Wewill write A K for the adeles of K and jj jj for Qx j jFx : A �K ! R� . We alsouse Art to denote the global Artin map, normalised ompatibly with our loalnormalisations.
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We will write �N for the group sheme of N th roots of unity. We will writeW (k) for the Witt vetors of k. If G is a group, H a normal subgroup ofG and � a representation of G, then we will let �H (resp. �H) denote therepresentation of G=H on the H-invariants (resp. H-oinvariants) of �. Wewill also let �ss denote the semisimpli�ation of �, ad � denote the adjointrepresentation and ad 0� denote the kernel of the trae map from ad � to thetrivial representation.Suppose that A=K is an abelian variety with an ation of OM for somenumber �eld M over a perfet �eld K. Suppose also that X is a �nite indexOM -submodule of a free OM -module. If X is free with basis e1; :::; er then byA
OM X we shall simply mean Ar. Note that for any ideal a of OM we havea anonial isomorphism(A
OM X)[a℄ �= A[a℄
OM X:In general if Y � X � aY with Y free and a a non-zero prinipal ideal of OMprime to the harateristi of K then we will set(A
OM X) = (A
OM aY )=(A[a℄
OM X=aY ):This is anonially independent of the hoie of Y � X and again we get anidenti�ation (A
OM X)[a℄ �= A[a℄
OM X:If X has an ation of some OM algebra then A 
OM X anonially inheritssuh an ation. We also get a anonial identi�ation (A
OM X)_ �= A_
OMHom(X;OM). Suppose that � : A ! A_ is a polarisation whih induesan involution  on M . Note that  equals omplex onjugation for everyembedding M ,! C . Suppose also that f : X ! HomOM (X;OM) is -semilinear. If for all x 2 X � f0g, the totally real number f(x)(x) is totallystritly positive then �
 f : A
OM X ! (A
OM X)_ is again a polarisationwhih indues  on M .If � is an ideal of OM prime to the harateristi of K we will write �A;� forthe representation of GK on A[�℄(Ka). If � is prime we will write T�A for the�-adi Tate module of A, V�A for T�A
Z Q and �A;� for the representation ofGK on V�A. We have a anonial isomorphism T�(A
OMX) �! (T�A)
OMX.Suppose thatM is a totally real �eld. By an ordered invertibleOM -modulewe shall mean an invertible OM -module X together with a hoie of onnetedomponent X+x of (X 
Mx) � f0g for eah in�nite plae x of M . If a is afrational ideal in M then we will denote by a+ the invertible ordered OM -module (a; f(M�x )0g), where (M�x )0 denotes the onneted omponent of 1 inM�x . By an M -HBAV over a �eld K we shall mean a triple (A; i; j) where6



� A=K is an abelian variety of dimension [M : Q ℄,� i : OM ,! End (A=K)� and j : (d�1M )+ �! P(A; i) is an isomorphism of ordered invertible OM -modules.Here P(A; i) is the invertibleOM module of symmetri (i.e. f_ = f) homomor-phisms f : (A; i)! (A_; i_) whih is ordered by taking the unique onnetedomponent of (P(A; i)
Mx) whih ontains the lass of a polarisation. (Seesetion 1 of [Rap℄.)If � is a prime of M and if x 2 d�1M then j(x) : A ! A_ gives rise to analternating pairing ej;x;0 : T�A� T�A �! Zl(1):This orresponds to a unique OM;�-bilinear alternating pairingej;x : T�A� T�A �! d�1M;�(1);whih are related by ej;x;0 = tr Æ ej;x. The pairing x�1ej;x is independent of xand gives a perfet OM;�-bilinear alternating pairingej : T�A� T�A �! OM;�(1);whih we will all the j-Weil pairing. (See setion 1 of [Rap℄.) Again usingthe trae, we an think of ej as an OM;�-linear isomorphismeej : T�A
 d�1M �! Hom Zl(T�A;Z l(1)):More preisely eej(a
 y)(b) = tr (yej(a; b)) = ej;x;0(x�1ya; b):The same formula (for x 2 d�1M �ad�1M ) gives rise to anOM;�-linear isomorphismeej : A[a℄
OM d�1M �! A[a℄_;whih is independent of x and whih we will refer to as the j-Weil pairing onA[a℄.Suppose that F is a totally real number �eld and that � is an algebraiuspidal automorphi representation of GL2(A F ) with �eld of de�nition (oroeÆients) M � C . (That is M is the �xed �eld of the group of automor-phisms � of C with �� = �. By the strong multipliity one theorem thisis the same as the �xed �eld of the group of automorphisms � of C with7



��x �= �x for all but �nitely many plaes x of F .) We will say that �1 hasweight (~k; ~w) 2 ZHom (F;R)>0 � ZHom (F;R) if for eah in�nite plae � : F ,! Rthe representation �� is the (k� � 1)st lowest disrete series representation ofGL2(Fx) �= GL2(R ) (or in the ase k� = 1 the limit of disrete series repre-sentation) with entral harater a 7! a2�k��2w� . Note that k� + 2w� mustbe independent of � . If �1 has weight ((k; :::; k); (0; :::; 0)) we will simply saythat it has weight k. In some ases, inluding the ases that �1 is regular(i.e. k� > 1 for all �) and the ase �1 has weight 1, it is known that M isa CM number �eld and that for eah rational prime l and eah embedding� :M ,! Q al there is a ontinuous irreduible representation��;� : GF ! GL2(M�)anonially assoiated to �. For any prime x of F not dividing l the restrition��;�jGx depends up to Frobenius semi-simpli�ation only on �x (and �). (See[Tay1℄ for details.) We will write ��;�jssWFx = WD�(�x), where WD�(�x) is asemi-simple two-dimensional representation of WFx . If �x is unrami�ed thenWD�(�x) is also unrami�ed and WD�(�x)(Frobx) has harateristi polyno-mial X2 � txX + (Nx)sxwhere tx (resp. sx) is the eigenvalue of�GL2(OFx)� $x 00 1 �GL2(OFx)�(resp. of �GL2(OFx)� $x 00 $x �GL2(OFx)�)on �GL2(OFx)x . An expliit desription of some other instanes of WD�(�x) maybe found in setion 4 of [CDT℄.We may always onjugate ��;� so that it is valued in GL2(OM;�) and thenredue it to get a ontinuous representation GF ! GL2(Fal ). If for one suhhoie of onjugate the resulting representation is irreduible then it is inde-pendent of the hoie of onjugate and we will denote it ��;�.
1 l-adi modular forms on de�nite quaternionalgebrasIn this setion we will establish some notation and reall some fats aboutl-adi modular forms on some de�nite quaternion algebras.8



To this end, �x a prime l > 3 and a totally real �eld F of even degree inwhih l is unrami�ed. Let D denote the division algebra with entre F whihrami�es exatly at the set of in�nite plaes of F . Fix a maximal order ODin D and isomorphisms OD;x �= M2(OF;x) for all �nite plaes x of F . Thesehoies allow us to identify GL2(A 1F ) with (D
Q A 1)�. For eah �nite plaex of F also �x a uniformiser $x of OF;x. Also let A be a topologial Zl-algebrawhih is either an algebrai extension of Q l , the ring of integers in suh anextension or a quotient of suh a ring of integers.Let U = Qx Ux be an open ompat subgroup of GL2(A 1F ) and let  :(A 1F )�=F� ! A� be a ontinuous harater. Also let � : Ul ! Aut (W� ) be aontinuous representation of A on a �nite A-module W� suh that� jUl\O�F;l =  j�1Ul\O�F;l:We will write W�; for W� when we want to think of it as a U(A 1F )�-modulewith U ating via � and (A 1F )� by  �1.We de�ne S�; (U) to be the spae of ontinuous funtionsf : D�nGL2(A 1F ) �! W�suh that� f(gu) = �(ul)�1f(g) for all g 2 GL2(A 1F ) and all u 2 U , and� f(gz) =  (z)f(g) for all g 2 GL2(A 1F ) and all z 2 (A 1F )�.If GL2(A 1F ) =ai D�tiU(A 1F )�then S�; (U) ��! LiW (U(A1F )�\t�1i D�ti)=F��; f 7�! (f(ti))i:The index set over whih i runs is �nite.Lemma 1.1 Eah group (U(A 1F )� \ t�1i D�ti)=F� is �nite and, as we areassuming l > 3 and l is unrami�ed in F , the order of (U(A 1F )�\ t�1i D�ti)=F�is not divisible by l.Proof: Set V =Qx6 j1O�F;x. Then we have exat sequenes(0) �! (UV \ t�1i Ddet=1ti)=f�1g �! (U(A 1F )� \ t�1i D�ti)=F� �!(((A 1F )�)2V \ F�)=(F�)2 �! (0)
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and (0) �! O�F =(O�F )2 �! (((A 1F )�)2V \ F�)=(F�)2 �! H[2℄ �! (0);where H denotes the lass group of OF . We see that (((A 1F )�)2V \F�)=(F�)2is �nite of 2-power order. Moreover UV \ t�1i Ddet=1ti is �nite. For l > 3 and lunrami�ed in F , D� and hene UV \ t�1i Ddet=1ti ontain no elements of orderexatly l. The lemma follows. 2
Corollary 1.2 If B is an A-algebra thenS�; (U)
A B ��! S�
AB; (U):If x6 jl, or if xjl but � jUx = 1, then the Heke algebra A[UxnGL2(Fx)=Ux℄ats on S�; (U). Expliitly, if UxhUx =ai hiUx
then ([UxhUx℄f)(g) =Xi f(ghi):Let U0 denote QxGL2(OF;x). Now suppose that n is an ideal of OF andthat, for eah �nite plae x of F diving n, Hx is a quotient of (OF;x=nx)�.Then we will write H for QxjnHx and we will let UH(n) =Qx UH(n)x denotethe open subgroup of GL2(A 1F ) de�ned by setting UH(n)x to be the subgroupof GL2(OF;x) onsisting of elements� a b d �with  2 nx and, in the ase xjn, with ad�1 mapping to 1 in Hx.If x6 jln then we will let Tx denote the Heke operator�UH(n)� $x 00 1 �UH(n)�and Sx the Heke operator�UH(n)� $x 00 $x �UH(n)� :
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If xjn and, either x6 jl or xjl but � jUH (n) = 1, then we will set
hhi = �UH(n)� eh 00 1 �UH(n)�for h 2 Hx and eh a lift of h to O�F;x; and

U$x = �UH(n)� $x 00 1 �UH(n)� ;and V$x = �UH(n)� 1 00 $x �UH(n)� ;and S$x = �UH(n)� $x 00 $x �UH(n)� :For xjn we note the deompositions
UH(n)x� $x 00 1 �UH(n)x = aa2k(x)

� $x ea0 1 �UH(n)x;
and UH(n)x� 1 00 $x �UH(n)x = aa2k(x)

� $x 0$xea 1 �UH(n)xand UH(n)x� $x 00 $x �UH(n)x = � $x 00 $x �UH(n)x;where ea is some lift of a to OF;x.We will h�;A; (UH(n)) denote the A-subalgebra of End A(S�; (UH(n))) gen-erated by Tx for x6 jln and by U$x for xjn but x6 jl. It is ommutative. We willall a maximal ideal m of h�;A; (UH(n)) Eisenstein if it ontains Tx � 2 andSx � 1 for all but �nitely many primes x of F whih split ompletely in some�nite abelian extension of F .For k 2 Z�2 and we will let Symm k�2(A2) denote the spae of homogeneouspolynomials of degree k � 2 in two variables X and Y over A with a GL2(A)-ation via�� a b d � f� (X;Y ) = f �(X;Y )� a b d �� = f(aX + Y; bX + dY ):
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Let A be an OL algebra for some extension L=Q l ontaining the images of allembeddings F ,! Q al . Suppose that (~k; ~w) 2 ZHom (F;Qal )>1 �ZHom (F;Qal ) is suhthat k�+2w� is independent of �. We will write �(~k; ~w);A for the representationof GL2(OF;l) on W(~k; ~w);A =N�:F!Qal Symm k��2(A2) viag 7�! 
�:F!Qal (Symm k��2(�g)
 detw�(�g)):We will also write S(~k; ~w);A; (U) for S�(~k;~w);A; (U). Let Striv(~k; ~w);A; (U) denote (0)unless (~k; ~w) = ((2; :::; 2); (w; :::; w)), in whih ase let it denote the subspae ofS(~k; ~w);A; (U) onsisting of funtions f whih fator through the redued norm.Set S(~k; ~w);A; (Ul) = lim!U l S(~k; ~w);A; (U l � Ul):It has a smooth ation of GL2(A 1;lF ) (by right translation). If (~k; ~w) =((k; :::; k); (0; :::; 0)) then we will often write k in plae of (~k; ~w). SetS2;A; = lim!U S2;A; (U)and Striv2;A; = lim!U Striv2;A; (U):They have smooth ations of GL2(A 1F ).Lemma 1.3 Suppose that (~k; ~w) 2 ZHom (F;Qal )>1 � ZHom (F;Qal ) and w = k� �1 + 2w� is independent of �. Also suppose that  : A �F =F� ! (Q al )� isa ontinuous harater satisfying  (a) = (Na)1�w for all a in a non-emptyopen subgroup of F�l . Choose an isomorphism i : Q al �! C . De�ne i(~k; ~w) =(i~k; i~w) 2 ZHom (F;C )>1 � ZHom (F;C ) by (i~k)� = ~ki�1� and (i ~w)� = ~wi�1� . Alsode�ne  i : A �F =F� ! C � by  i(z) = i((Nzl)w�1 (z1))(Nz1)1�w. Then wehave the following assertions.1. S(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul) is a semi-simple admissible representation of GL2(A 1;lF )and S(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul)U l = S(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul � U l).2. There is an isomorphism(S(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul)=Striv(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul))
Qal ;i C �=M� �1;l 
 �Ullwhere � runs over regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representationsof GL2(A F ) suh that �1 has weight (~k; ~w) and suh that � has entralharater  1. 12



3. S2;Qal ; is a semi-simple admissible representation of GL2(A 1F ) andSU2;Qal ; = S2;Qal ; (U):4. There is an isomorphismS2;Qal ; 
Qal ;i C �=M� Q al (�)�M� �1
where � runs over regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representationsof GL2(A F ) suh that �1 has weight 2 and suh that � has entral har-ater  1, and where � runs over haraters (A 1F )�=F�>>0 ! (Q al )� with�2 =  .Proof:We will explain the �rst two parts. The other two are similar. LetC1(D�n(D 
Q A )�=Ul;  1) denote the spae of smooth funtionsD�n(D 
Q A )�=Ul �! Cwhih transform under A �F by  1. Let �1 denote the representation of D�1on W�1 =W(~k; ~w);Qal 
i C viag 7�! 
�:F!Qal (Symm k��2(i�g)
 detw�(i�g)):Then there is an isomorphismS(~k; ~w);Qal ; (Ul) ��! HomD�1(W_�1; C1(D�n(D 
Q A )�=Ul;  1))whih sends f to the mapy 7�! (g 7�! y(�1(g1)�1�(~k; ~w);Qal (gl)f(g1))):Everything now follows from the Jaquet-Langlands theorem. 2There is a pairingSymm k�2(A2)� Symm k�2(A2) �! Ade�ned by hf1; f2i = (f1(�=�Y;��=�X)f2(X;Y ))jX=Y=0:By looking at the pairing of monomials we see thathf1; f2i = (�1)khf2; f1i13



and that if 2 � k � l + 1 then this pairing is perfet. Moreover if
u = � a b d � 2 GL2(A)

then huf1; uf2i= (f1(a�=�Y � �=�X; b�=�Y � d�=�X)f2(aX + Y; bX + dY ))jX=Y=0= (f1((detu)�=�W;�(detu)�=�Z)f2(Z;W ))jZ=W=0= (detu)k�2hf1; f2i;where Z = aX + Y and W = bX + dY . This extends to a perfet pairingW(~k; ~w);A �W(~k; ~w);A ! A suh thathux; uyi = (N detu)w�1hx; yifor all x; y 2 W(~k; ~w);A and all u 2 GL2(OF;l). Here w = k� + 2w� � 1, whih isindependent of �.We an de�ne a perfet pairing Sk;A; (UH(n)) � Sk;A; (UH(n)) ! A bysetting (f1; f2) equal toX[x℄ hf1(x); f2(x)i (detx)�1(#(UH(n)(A 1F )� \ x�1D�x)=F�)�1;
where [x℄ ranges over D�n(D 
Q A 1)�=UH(n)(A 1F )�. (We are using the fatthat #(UH(n)(A 1F )�\x�1D�x)=F� is prime to l.) The usual alulation showsthat([UH0(n0)gUH(n)℄f1; f2)UH0(n0) =  (det g)(f1; [UH(n)g�1UH0(n0)℄f2)UH(n):Now speialise to the ase that A = O is the ring on integers of a �niteextension of Q l . We will write simply h(~k; ~w); (UH(n)) for h(~k; ~w);O; (UH(n)). Itfollows from lemma 1.3 and the main theorem [Tay1℄ that there is a ontinuousrepresentation � : GF �! GL2(h(~k; ~w); (UH(n))
O Q al )suh that� if x6 jnl the � is unrami�ed at x and tr �(Frobx) = Tx; and� det � = �( Æ Art �1). 14



From the theory of pseudo-representations (or otherwise, see [C2℄) we deduethat if m is a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal of h(~k; ~w); (UH(n)) then � gives riseto a ontinuous representation�m : GF �! GL2(h(~k; ~w); (UH(n))m)suh that� if x6 jnl the �m is unrami�ed at x and tr �m(Frobx) = Tx; and� det �m = �( Æ Art �1).From the Cebotarev density theorem we see that h(~k; ~w); (UH(n))m is generatedby U$x for xjn but x6 jl and by Tx for all but �nitely many x6 jln.We will write �m for (�m mod m). If � : h(~k; ~w); (UH(n))m ! R is a map ofloal O-algebras then we will write �� for ��m. If R is a �eld of harateristil we will sometimes write �� instead of ��.Lemma 1.4 Let (~k; ~w) be as above. Suppose that x6 jn is a split plae of Fabove l suh that 2 � kx � l � 1. If m is a non-Eisenstein maximal idealof h(~k; ~w); (UH(n)) and if I is an open ideal of h(~k; ~w); (UH(n))m then ((�m 
��wx) mod I)jGx is of the form M (D) for some objet D of MFFx;O;kx withD 6= D0 6= (0).Proof: Combining the onstrution of �m with the basi properties of Mlisted in the setion of notation, we see that it suÆes to prove the following.Suppose that � is a uspidal automorphi representation of GL2(A F ) suhthat �1 is regular algebrai of weight (~k; ~w). Let M denote the �eld of def-inition of �. Suppose that x is a split plae of F above l with �x unrami-�ed. Let Ma denote the algebrai losure of M in C and �x an embedding� : Ma ,! Q al . Let � : F ,! Ma be the embedding so that � Æ � gives rise tox. Suppose that 2 � k� � l � 1. If I is a power of the prime of OM induedby �, then (��;� 
 ��w� )jGx mod I is of the form M (D) for some objet D ofMFFx;OM;�;k� with D 6= D0 6= (0).By the onstrution of ��;� in [Tay1℄, our assumption that (��;� mod �)is irreduible, and the basi properties of M , we see that it suÆes to treatthe ase that �y is disrete series for some �nite plae y (f [Tay2℄). Beause2 � k� � l � 1, it follows from [FL℄ that we need only show that ��;� isrystalline with Hodge-Tate numbers �w� and 1� k� � w� . In the ase �y isdisrete series for some �nite plae y this presumably follows from Carayol'sonstrution of ��;� [C1℄ and Faltings theory [Fa℄, but for a de�nite referenewe refer the reader to theorem VII.1.9 of [HT℄ (but note the di�erent, moresensible, onventions in fore in that paper). 2
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Corollary 1.5 Suppose that x6 jn is a split plae of F . Suppose that (~k; ~w) isas above and that 2 � kx � l � 1. If m is a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal ofh(~k; ~w); (UH(n)) then �mjIx � !kx�1+(l+1)wx2 � !l(kx�1)+(l+1)wx2 or� !kx+wx�1 �0 !wx � :Proof: This follows easilly from the above lemma together with theorem5.3, proposition 7.8 and theorem 8.4 of [FL℄. 2The following lemma is well known.Lemma 1.6 Suppose that x is a �nite plae of F and that � is an irreduibleadmissible representation of GL2(F ). If �1 and �2 are two haraters of F�,let �(�1; �2) denote the indued representation onsisting of loally onstantfuntions GL2(F )! C suh that
f �� a b0 d � g� = �1(a)�2(b)ja=bj1=2x f(g)

(with GL2(F )-ation by right translation). Let U1 (resp. U2) denote the sub-group of elements in GL2(OF;x) whih are ongruent to a matrix of the form� 1 �0 1 � mod ($x)
(resp. � � �0 � � mod ($2x)):1. If �U1 6= (0) then � is a subquotient of some �(�1; �2) where the ondu-tors of �1 and �2 are � 1.2. If the ondutors of �1 and �2 are � 1 then�(�1; �2)U1is two dimensional with a basis e1; e2 suh thatU$xei = (Nx)1=2�i($x)eiand hhiei = �i(h)eifor h 2 (OF;x=x)�. 16



3. If �U2 6= (0) then � is either uspidal or a subquotient of some �(�1; �2)where the ondutors of �1 and �2 are equal and � 1.4. If � is uspidal then dim�U2 � 1 and U$x ats as zero on �U2.5. If �1 and �2 have ondutor 1 then �(�1; �2)U2 is one dimensional andU$x ats on it as 0.6. If �1 and �2 have ondutor 0 then �(�1; �2)U2 is three dimensional andU$x ats on it with harateristi polynomialX(X � (Nx)1=2�1($x))(X � (Nx)1=2�2($x)):As a onsequene we have the following lemma.Lemma 1.7 Suppose that � : hk; (UH(n))m ! Q al and that x6 jl.1. If x(n) = 1 and if �0 is any extension of � to the subalgebra ofEnd (Sk;O; (UH(n))m) generated by hk; (UH(n))m and hhi for h 2 H,then �(�m)jGx � � � �0 �x �where �x(Art$x) = �(U$x) and, for u 2 O�F;x, we have �x(Artu) =�0(hui).2. If x(n) = 2 and Hx = f1g then either �(U$x) = 0 or �(U$x) is aneigenvalue of �(�m)jGx(�) for any � 2 Gx lifting Frobx.We also get the following orollary.Corollary 1.8 1. If x6 jl, x(n) = 1 and U2$x � (Nx) ($x) 62 m then�mjGx � � � �0 �x �where �x(Art$x) = U$x and �x(Artu) = hui for u 2 O�F;x. In partiu-lar hhi 2 hk; (UH(n))m for all h 2 Hx.2. If x6 jl, x(n) = 2, Hx = f1g and U$x 2 m then U$x = 0 in hk; (UH(n))m.3. If l is oprime to n and for all xjn we have x(n) = 2, Hx = f1g andU$x 2 m, then the algebra hk; (UH(n))m is redued.Proof: The �rst part follows from the previous lemma via a Hensel's lemmaargument. For the seond part one observes that by the last lemma �(U$x) = 0for all � : hk; (UH(n))m ! Q al . Hene by lemma 1.6 we have that U$x = 0 onSk;Qal ; (UH(n))m. The third part follows from the seond. 2
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2 Deformation rings and Heke algebras IIn this setion we extend the method of [TW℄ to totally real �elds. This reliesruially on the improvement to the argument of [TW℄ found independently byDiamond [Dia℄ and Fujiwara (see [Fu℄, unpublished). Following this advaneit has been lear to experts that some extension to totally real �elds would bepossible, the only question was the exat extent of the generalisation. Fujiwarahas irulated some unpublished notes [Fu℄. Then Skinner and Wiles made arather omplete analysis of the ordinary ase (see [SW2℄). We will treat thelow weight, rystalline ase. As will be lear to the reader, we have not triedto work in maximal generality, rather we treat the ase of importane for thispaper. We apologise for this. It would be very helpful to have these resultsdoumented in the greatest possible generality.In this setion and the next let F denote a totally real �eld of even degreein whih a prime l > 3 splits ompletely. (As the reader will be able to hekwithout undue diÆulty it would suÆe to assume that l is unrami�ed in F .)Let D denote the quaternion algebra entre F whih is rami�ed at exatlythe in�nite plaes, let OD denote a maximal order in D and �x isomorphismsOD;x �= M2(OF;x) for all �nite plaes x of F . Let 2 � k � l � 1. Let : A �F =F� ! (Q al )� be a ontinuous harater suh that� if x6 jl is a prime of F the  jO�F;x = 1,�  jO�F;l(u) = (Nu)2�k, and� �( ÆArt ) redues to det ��.For eah �nite plae x of F hoose a uniformiser $x of OF;x. Suppose that� : hk;Fal ; (U0) ! Fal is a homomorphism with non-Eisenstein kernel, whihwe will denote m. Let O denote the ring of integers of a �nite extension K=Q lwith maximal ideal � suh that� K ontains the image of every embedding F ,! Q al ,�  is valued in O�,� there is a homomorphism e� : hk;O; (U0)m ! O, and� all the eigenvalues of all elements of the image of �� are rational overO=�.
18



For any �nite set � of �nite plaes of F not dividing l we will onsider thefuntor D� from omplete noetherian loal O-algebras with residue �rld O=�to sets whih sends R to the set of 12 +M2(mR)-onjugay lasses of liftings� : GF ! GL2(R) of �� suh that� � is unrami�ed outside l and �,� det � = �( Æ Art �1), and� for eah plae x of F above l and for eah �nite length (as an O-module)quotient R=I of R the O[Gx℄-module (R=I)2 is isomorphi to M (D) forsome objevt D of MFFx;O;k.This funtor is represented by a universal deformation�� : GF �! GL2(R�):(This is now very standard, see for instane appendix A of [CDT℄.)Now let � be a �nite set of �nite plaes of F not dividing l suh that ifx 2 � then� Nx � 1 mod l,� �� is unrami�ed at x and ��(Frobx) has distint eigenvalues �x 6= �x.By Hensel's lemma the polynomial X2 � TxX + (Nx) ($x) splits as (X �Ax)(X �Bx) in hk;O; (U0)m, where Ax mod m = �x and Bx mod m = �x. Forx 2 � we will let �x denote the maximal l-power quotient of (OF=x)�. Wewill let n� = Qx2� x; �� = Qx2��x; U0;� = Uf1g(n�); and U1;� = U��(n�).We will let m� denote the ideal of either hk; (U0;�) or hk; (U1;�) generated by� l;� Tx � tr ��(Frobx) for x6 jln�; and� U$x � �x for x 2 �.Lemma 2.1 Let � satisfy the assumptions of the last paragraph.1. If x 2 � then ��jGx � ��;x���;x where ��;x mod mR� is unrami�ed andtakes Frobx to �x.2. ��;x Æ Art jO�F;x fators through �x, and these maps make R� into aO[��℄-module.
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3. The universal property of R� gives rise to a surjetion of O[��℄-algebrasR� !! hk; (U1;�)m�under whih �� pushes forward to �m�.Proof: The �rst part is proved in exatly the same manner as lemma 2.44of [DDT℄. The seond part is the lear. The third part is lear beause forx6 jn�l we have tr ��(Frobx) 7! Tx while for x 2 � we have ��;x($x) 7! U$x .2
Lemma 2.2 The map� : Sk;O; (U0;��fxg)m��fxg �! Sk;O; (U0;�)m�f 7�! Axf �� 1 00 $x � fis an isomorphism whih indues an isomorphism�� : hk; (U0;�)m� ��! hk; (U0;��fxg)m��fxg:Proof: The map � is well de�ned beause U$x Æ � = � Æ Ax. It is injetivewith torsion free okernel beause the omposition of � with the adjoint ofthe natural inlusion Sk;O; (U0;��fxg) ,! Sk;O; (U0;�) is lAx � Bx 62 m�. As�x=�x 6= (Nx)�1, no lift of �� with determinant �( ÆArt �1) has ondutor atx exatly x. Thus

Sk;O; (U0;�)m� = (Sk;O; (U0;��fxg) +� 1 00 $x �Sk;O; (U0;��fxg))m�:As U$x(f1 +� 1 00 $x � f2) = (Txf1 + (Nx) ($x)f2)� � 1 00 $x � f1and the matrix � Tx (Nx) ($x)�1 0 �
has eigenvalues Ax and Bx whih are distint mod m, the lemma follows. 2We remark that Sk;O; (U1;�) is a ��-module via h 7! hhi.Lemma 2.3 1. Ph2��hhi : Sk;O; (U1;�)�� �! Sk;O; (U0;�).20



2. Sk;O; (U1;�) is a free O[��℄-module.Proof: The seond assertion follows from the �rst as we an ompute thatdimSk;O; (U1;�)
O K = [U0;� : U1;�℄ dimSk;O; (U0;�)
O K:(We use the fat that [U0;� : U1;�℄ is oprime to #(U0;�(A 1F )� \ x�1D�x)=F�for all x 2 (D 
Q A 1)�.)Using the duality introdued above it suÆes to hek that the naturalmap Sk;O; (U0;�)
O K=O �! (Sk;O; (U1;�)
O K=O)��is an isomorphism. This is immediate from the de�nitions and the fat thatl 6 j#(U0;�(A 1F )� \ x�1D�x)=F� for all x 2 (D 
Q A 1)�. 2As Sk;O; (U1;�)m� is a diret summand of Sk;O; (U1;�), we dedue the fol-lowing orollary.Corollary 2.4 1. Sk;O; (U1;�)m�;�� �! Sk;O; (U0)m ompatibly with a maphk; (U1;�)m� ! hk; (U0)m sending Tx to Tx for x6 jln�, hhi to 1 for h 2�� and U$x to Ax for x 2 �.2. Sk;O; (U1;�)m� is a free O[��℄-module.Suppose that � : GF ! GL2(O=�n) is a lifting of �� orresponding to somemap R; ! O=�n. If x is a plae of F above l and if (O=�n)2 �= M (D) as aGx-module, then we setH1f (Gx; ad 0�) = H1(Gx; ad 0�)\ Im (Ext 1MFFx;O=�n;k(D;D) �! H1(Gx; ad �)):Exatly as in setion 2.5 of [DDT℄ we see thatIm (Ext 1MFFx;O=�n;k(D;D) �! H1(Gx; ad �)) �= (O=�n)2 �H0(Gx; ad 0�):If two ontinuous O[Gx℄-modules have the same restrition to Ix, then one isin the image of M if and only if the other is. We onlude that the image ofthe ompositeExt 1MFO=�n;k(D;D) �! H1(Gx; ad �) tr�! H1(Gx;O=�n)is at least one dimensional (oming from unrami�ed twists) and hene that#H1f (Gx; ad 0��)j#(O=�n)#H0(Gx; ad 0��):
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We will let H1�(GF ; ad 0�) denote the kernel of the mapH1(GF ; ad 0�) �! Mx6 jn�lH1(Ix; ad 0�)�Mxjl H1(Gx; ad 0�)=H1f (Gx; ad 0�):
The trae pairing (a; b) 7! tr ab gives a perfet duality on ad 0��. For xjlwe will let H1f (Gx; ad 0��(1)) denote the annihilator in H1(Gx; ad 0��(1)) ofH1f (Gx; ad 0��) under Tate loal duality. We will also let H1�(GF ; ad 0��(1))denote the kernel of the restrition map from H1(GF ; ad 0��(1)) toLx6 jn�lH1(Ix; ad 0��(1))�Lx2�H1(Gx; ad 0��(1))�LxjlH1(Gx; ad 0��)=H1f (Gx; ad 0��(1)))so thatH1�(GF ; ad 0��(1)) = ker(H1; (GF ; ad 0��(1)) �!Mx2�H1(Gx=Ix; ad 0��(1))):
A standard alulation (see for instane setion 2.7 of [DDT℄) shows that showsthat H1�(GF ; ad 0��) �= HomO(mR�=m2R�;O=�);so that R� an be topologially generated by dimH1�(GF ; ad 0��) elements asan O-algebra. A formula of Wiles (see theorem 2.19 of [DDT℄) then tells usthat R� an be topologially generated as an O-algebra by#�+ dimH1�(GF ; ad 0��(1))elements.Lemma 2.5 Suppose that the restrition of �� to F (p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is irre-duible. Then for any m 2 Z>0 we an �nd a set �m of primes suh that1. #�m = dimH1; (GF ; ad 0��(1)),2. R�m an be topologially generated by dimH1; (GF ; ad 0��(1)) elements asan O-algebra,3. if x 2 � then Nx � 1 mod lm and ��(Frobx) has distint eigenvalues �xand �x.
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Proof: By the above alulation we may replae the seond requirement bythe requirement that H1�(GF ; ad 0��(1)) = (0). Then we may suppress the �rstrequirement, beause any set satisfying the modi�ed seond requirement andthe third requirement an be shrunk to one whih also satis�es the �rst require-ment. (Note that for x satisfying the third requirement H1(Gx=Ix; ad 0��(1))is one dimensional.) Next, by the Cebotarev density theorem, it suÆes toshow that for [℄ 2 H1; (GF ; ad 0��(1)) we an �nd � 2 GF suh that� �jF (�lm) = 1,� ��(�) has distint eigenvalues, and� (�) 62 (� � 1)ad 0��.Let Fm denote the extension of F (�lm) ut out by ad 0�. Finally it will suÆeto show that1. H1(Gal (Fm=F ); ad 0�(1)) = (0); and2. for any non-trivial irreduible Gal (Fm=F )-submodule V of ad 0�� we an�nd � 2 Gal (Fm=F (�lm)) suh that ad 0��(�) has an eigenvalue otherthan 1 but � does have an eigenvalue 1 on V .(Given [℄ 2 H1; (GF ; ad 0��(1)) the �rst assertion tells us that the O=�-spanof GFm ontains some non-trivial irreduible Gal (Fm=F )-submodule V ofad 0��. Let � be as in the seond assertion for this V . Then for some �0 2 GFmwe will have (�0�) = (�0) + (�) 62 (� � 1)ad 0��:)Beause l > 3 is unrami�ed in F , we see that [F (�l) : F ℄ > 2 and so, bythe argument of the penultimate paragraph of the proof of theorem 2.49 of[DDT℄, H1(Gal (Fm=F ); ad 0�(1)) = (0).Suppose that V is an irreduible Gal (Fm=F )-submodule of ad 0�� and writead 0�� = V �W . If W = (0) any � 2 Gal (Fm=F (�lm)) with an eigenvalueother than 1 on ad 0�� will suÆe to prove the seond assertion. Thus supposethat W 6= (0). If dimW = 1 then �� is indued from a harater of somequadrati extension E=F and any � 62 GE will suÆe to prove the seondassertion (as E is not a sub�eld of F (�lm)). If dimW = 2 then GF atson V via a quadrati harater orresponding to some quadrati extensionE=F and �� is indued from some harater � of GE. Let �0 denote theGal (E=F )-onjugate of �. Then any � 2 GE(�lm ) with �=�0(�) 6= 1 will suÆeto prove the seond assertion. (Suh a � will exist unless the restrition of
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ad 0�� to E(p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is trivial in whih ase �� beomes reduible overF (p(�1)(l�1)=2l), whih we are assuming is not the ase.) 2Combining lemma 2.5, orollary 2.4 and theorem 2.1 of [Dia℄ we obtain thefollowing theorem.Theorem 2.6 Keep the notation and assumptions of the seond and fourthparagraphs of this setion and suppose that the restrition of �� to the absoluteGalois group of F (p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is irreduible. Then the natural mapR; �! hk; (U0)mis an isomorphism of omplete intersetions and Sk;O; (U0)m is �nite free as ahk; (U0)m-module.
3 Deformation rings and Heke algebras IIIn this setion we use analogues of Wiles' arguments from [W2℄ to extend theisomorphism of theorem 2.6 from ; to any �.We will keep the notation and assumptions of the last setion. (� will againbe any �nite set of �nite plaes of F not dividing l.) Let �e� : GF ! GL2(O)denote the Galois representation orresponding to e� (a hosen lift of �). Theuniversal property of R� gives mapsR� !! R; e��! O:We will denote the kernel by }�. A standard alulation (see setion 2.7 of[DDT℄) shows thatHomO(}�=}2�;K=O) �= H1�(GF ; (ad 0�)
K=O);where H1�(GF ; (ad 0�)
K=O) = lim!n H1�(GF ; (ad 0�)
 ��n=O):In partiular we see that#ker(}�=}2� !! };=}2;) = #(H1�(GF ; (ad 0�)
K=O)=H1;(GF ; (ad 0�)
K=O))divides Qx2�#H1(Ix; (ad 0�)
K=O)Gx= Qx2�#H0(Gx; (ad 0�)
K=O(�1))= Qx2�#O=(1�Nx)((1 +Nx)2 det �(Frobx)� (Nx)(tr �Frobx))O:24



Let n0� denote the produt of the squares of the primes in � and set U� =Uf1g(n0�). Let h� = hk; (U�)m0� and S� = Sk;O; (U�)m0�, where m0� is themaximal ideal of hk; (U�) generated by� �,� Tx � tr ��(Frobx) for x6 jln0�, and� U$x for x 2 �.The Galois representation �m0� indues a homomorphism R� ! h� whih takestr ��(Frobx) to Tx for all x6 jn0�l. Corollary 1.8 tells us that for x 2 � we haveU$x = 0 in h� and that h� is redued. In partiular the map R� ! h� issurjetive.From lemma 1.3, lemma 1.6 and the strong multipliity one theorem forGL2(A F ) we see that dim(S� 
O K)[}�℄ = 1.We an writeS� 
O K = (S� 
O K)[}�℄� (S� 
O K)[Ann h�(}�h�)℄:We set 
� = S�=(S�[}�℄� S�[Ann h�(}�h�)℄):By theorem 2.4 of [Dia℄ and theorem 2.6 above, we see that#
; = #};=}2;:Let w� 2 GL2(A 1F ) be de�ned by w�;x = 12 if x 62 � and
w�;x = � 0 1$2x 0 �if x 2 �. Then w� normalises U�. We de�ne a new pairing on Sk;O; (U�) by(f1; f2)0 = (Yx2� ($x))�1(f1; w�f2):

Beause ( ; ) is a perfet pairing so is ( ; )0. Moreover the ation of anyelement of hk; (U�) is self adjoint with respet to ( ; )0, so that ( ; )0 restritsto a perfet pairing on S�. Choose a perfet O-bilinear pairing on S�[}�℄, letj� denote the natural inlusionj� : S�[}�℄ ,! S�;
25



and let jy� denote the adjoint of j� with respet to ( ; )0 on S� and the hosenpairing on S�[}�℄. Then one sees thatjy� : 
� ��! S�[}�℄=jy�S�[}�℄:If x6 jln0� then de�neix : Sk;O; (U�) �! Sk;O; (U�[fxg)by ix(f) = (Nx) ($x)f �� 1 00 $x �Txf +� 1 00 $2x � f:It is easy to hek that ix ommutes with Ty for y 6 jln0�[fxg and with U$y fory 2 �. Moreover U$xix = 0 and soix : S� �! S�[fxg:Moreover ixS�[}�℄ � S�[fxg[}�[fxg℄. We will let iyx denote the adjoint of ixwith respet to the pairings ( ; )0 on S� and S�[fxg. (We warn the readerthat the former is not simply the restrition of the latter.) An easy alulationshows that iyx equals ($x)(Nx)[U�U�[fxg℄� Tx[U�� $x 00 1 �U�[fxg℄ + [U�� $2x 00 1 �U�[fxg℄and hene thatiyx Æ ix =  ($x)(Nx)(1�Nx)(T 2x � (1 +Nx)2 ($x)):The following key lemma is often referred to as Ihara's lemma.Lemma 3.1 S�[fxg=ixS� is l-torsion free.Proof: It suÆes to hek thatix : Sk;O=�; (U�)m0� �! Sk;O=�; (U�[fxg)m0�[fxgis injetive, or even that the loalisation at m0� of the kernel ofSk;O=�; (U�)3 �! Sk;O=�; (U�[fxg)(f1; f2; f3) 7�! f1 +� 1 00 $x � f2 +� 1 00 $2x � f3vanishes. 26



Let V denote the subgroup of elements u 2 U� with
ux � � � �0 � � mod $x:We see that V \� 1 00 $x �V � 1 00 $x ��1 = U�[fxgand that U� is the subgroup of GL2(A 1F ) generated by V and� 1 00 $x �V � 1 00 $x ��1 :Thus the sequene(0) ! Sk;O=�; (U�) ! Sk;O=�; (V )� Sk;O=�; (V ) ! Sk;O=�; (U�[fxg)f 7! (� 1 00 $x � f;�f)(f1; f2) 7! f1 +� 1 00 $x � f2is exat.Hene it suÆes to show that the loalisation at m0� of the kernel ofSk;O=�; (U�)2 �! Sk;O=�; (V )(f1; f2) 7�! f1 +� 1 00 $x � f2vanishes. However if (f1; f2) is in the kernel then f1 is invariant by the subgroupof GL2(A 1F ) generated by U� and� 1 00 $x �U�� 1 00 $x ��1 ;i.e. by U�SL2(Fx).First suppose that k = 2. Then, by the strong approximation theorem,we see that f1 is invariant by right translation by any element of SL2(A 1F ),so that f1 2 Strivk;O=�; (U�). Any maximal ideal of h2; (U�) in the support ofStrivk;O=�; (U�) is Eisenstein.Now suppose that 3 � k � l � 1. By the strong approximation theorem,given any g 2 GL2(A 1F ) and any u 2 GL2(OF;l) we an �nd a Æ 2 D� \gU�SL2(Fx)g�1 suh that g�1l Ægl � u mod l:27



Then f1(g) = f1(Æg) = f1(g(g�1Æg)) = f1(gu) = u�1f1(g);so that f1(g) 2 ( OOF;l!O=� Symm k�2((O=�)2))GL2(OF;l) = (0):
Thus f1 = 0. 2In partiular we see that ixS�[}�℄ = S�[fxg[}�[fxg℄. Thus
�[fxg �= S�[}�℄=jy�iyxS�[}�℄�= S�[}�℄=jy�(1�Nx)(Nx)(T 2x � (1 +Nx)2 ($x))S�[}�℄;and so#
�[fxg = #
�#O=(1�Nx)((Nx)tr �(Frobx)2 � (1 +Nx)2 det �(Frobx)):We onlude that #(}�=}2�)j#
�for all � (whih ontains no prime above l). Combining this with theorem 2.4of [Dia℄ we see obtain the following theorem.Theorem 3.2 Keep the notation and assumptions of the seond and fourthparagraphs of setion 2 and suppose that the restrition of �� to the absoluteGalois group of F (p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is irreduible. If � is a �nite set of �niteplaes of F not dividing l then the natural mapR� �! h�is an isomorphism of omplete intersetions and S� is a free h�-module.As an immediate onsequene we have the following theorem.Theorem 3.3 Let l > 3 be a prime and let 2 � k � l � 1 be an integer.Let F be a totally real �eld of even degree in whih l splits ompletely. Let� : GF ! GL2(OQal ) be a ontinuous irreduible representation unrami�edoutside �nitely many primes and suh that for eah plae x of F above l therestrition �jGx is rystalline with Hodge-Tate numbers 0 and 1 � k. Let �denote the redution of � modulo the maximal ideal of OQal . Assume that therestrition of � to F (p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is irreduible and that there is a regularalgebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) and an embedding� :M� ,! Q al suh that 28



� ��;� � �,� �x is unrami�ed for every �nite plae x of F , and� �1 has weight k.Then there is a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation �0 ofGL2(A F ) and an embedding �0 : M�0 ! Q al suh that � � ��0;�0 and �01 hasweight k.Proof:We need only remark that det �= det ��;� has �nite l-power order andso by twisting � we may suppose that det � = det ��;� (as l > 2). 2
4 A potential version of Serre's onjetureIn this setion we will prove the following result, whih we will improve some-what in setion 5.Proposition 4.1 Let l > 2 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) isa ontinuous odd representation with �jIl � !k�12 � !l(k�1)2 for some integer2 � k � l. Then there is a Galois totally real �eld F of even degree in whihl splits ompletely, a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation �of GL2(A F ) and an embedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight 2; and3. for eah plae x of F above l, WD�(�x) is tamely rami�ed and(WD�(�x)jIx mod �) = !k�(l+1)2 � !lk�(l+1)2 :

We remark that the key improvement of this over results in [Tay4℄ is theondition that l split ompletely in F . This may seem minor but it will beruial for the arguments in setion 5 and the proof of theorem 5.7. We nowturn to the proof of the proposition.Suppose that � is valued in GL2(k0) for some �nite �eld k0 � Fal andlet k denote the unique quadrati extension of k0 in Fal . We must have that�jGl = Ind Q lQ l2 �. Set � = ��1 det �, let N denote the minimum splitting �eld for� and f� its ondutor. Thus N is a yli totally real extension of Q . Choosean imaginary quadrati �eld M in whih l remains prime and whih ontains29



only two roots of unity. Let ÆM denote the unique non-trivial harater ofA �=Q �NA �M and let fM denote the ondutor of ÆM . Choose a totally real�eld E 00 suh that E 00M ontains a primitive 2#k� root of unity �. Note thatthe inertial degree of l in E 00 is even.Choose a ontinuous harater �0 :M�(M�1�QqO�M;q)! (E 00M)� whihextends the anonial inlusion onM� (use, for instane, the �niteness ofM�)and let f0 denote the ondutor of �0. Also hoose two distint odd primes p1and p2 suh that for i = 1; 2� �0 is unrami�ed above p1p2;� � is unrami�ed at pi, whih is not equal to l;� �(Frobpi) has distint eigenvalues; and� pi splits in the Hilbert lass �eld of M .Set w = 2wE00M#(OM=lfM f�f0f0OM)�, where wE00M denotes the number ofroots of unity in E 00M . Let S1 denote set of rational primes dividing fM f�f0f0,let S2 be a �nite set of rational primes disjoint from S1 whih split in M andsuh that the primes of M above S2 generate the lass group of M , and setS0 = S1[S2[fl; p1; p2g. As in the proof of lemma 1.1 of [Tay4℄ we an �nd anopen subgroup W0 ofQq 62S0 O�M;q=Z�q suh thatW0\M�S0=Q �S0 � (M�S0=Q �S0 )w.Let w0 denote the index ofW0 inQq 62S0 O�M;q=Z�q . Then we an hoose a Galois(over Q ) totally real �eld E 0 suh that� E 0 � E 00;� E 0 ontains a primitive ww0 root of 1; and� �0 extends to a ontinuous harater �0 : A �M ! (E 0M)�.(If e�0 : A �M ! C � is any extension of �0 then e�0(e�0)Qx6 j1 j jx has �nite orderand is valued in R�>0 and so is identially 1. Hene (e�0) = e��10 Qx6 j1 j jx ande�0 is valued in a CM �eld.)Let E denote the maximal totally real extension of E 0 whih is unrami�edoutside lp1p2 and tamely rami�ed at these primes. Choose primes }1 and }2of EM above p1 and p2 respetively. Also hoose a prime � of EM above land an embedding k ,! OEM=� suh that the omposite of the Artin mapIl ! O�M;l with the natural map O�M;l ! (OEM=�)� oinides with !�12 :Il ! k� � (OEM=�)�. Let � : Gal (N=Q ) ! (EM)� be the unique haraterreduing modulo � to �. For i = 1; 2 we an �nd �i 2 (}i \M)OE00M whih
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redues modulo � to an eigenvalue of �(Frobpi) and whih satis�es �i�i = pi.(First hoose �0i 2 M \ }i satisfying �0i(�0i) = pi and then multiply �0i by asuitable root of unity in E 00M .)Lemma 4.2 Let a0 denote the produt of all primes of E above lp1p2 and fatora0OME = aa, where }1}2�ja. There is a unit � 2 O�E with � � � mod a.Proof: Let � denote the image of � in OE0=(a0 \OE0) = OE0M=(a \OE0M).Let H denote the maximal totally real abelian extension of E whih is un-rami�ed outside lp1p2 and whih is tamely rami�ed above eah of these threeprimes. Thus H=E 0 is Galois and Gal (H=E) is the ommutator subgroup ofGal (H=E 0). In partiular the transfer map Gal (E=E 0) ! Gal (H=E) van-ishes. By lass �eld theory we an identify (OE0=a0)�=O�E0 as a subgroup ofGal (E=E 0) and (OE=a)�=O�E as a subgroup of Gal (H=E) in suh a way thatthe natural map (OE0=a0)�=O�E0 �! (OE=a)�=O�Eorresponds to the transfer map on Galois groups and so is trivial. The lemmafollows. 2
Lemma 4.3 There is a ontinuous harater � : A �M ! (EM)� suh that� �jM� is the anonial inlusion;� �jO�M;l is the unique harater of order prime to l with

�jO�M;l(x) � xl+1�k mod lfor all x 2 O�M;l;� for i = 1; 2, � is non-rami�ed above pi and �jM}i (pi) = �i; and� �jA� = �ÆM=Q jj jj�1i1 where ÆM=Q is the unique non-trivial harater ofA �=Q �NA �M , jj jj is the produt of the usual absolute values and i1 isthe projetion onto R�.Proof: Note that �0jA� = �ÆM=Q jj jj�1i1, where � is a �nite order haraterof A �=Q �R� with ondutor dividing f0f0fM . We look for � = �0�1. Thuswe are required to �nd a �nite order ontinuous harater �1 : A �M =M� �!(EM)� suh that� �1jA� = ���1, and 31



� �1 has presribed, �nite order restrition to M�}1 , M�}2 and O�M;l, thelatter ompatible with ���1jZ�l (beause �jZ�l takes x to (x mod l)2�k).Note that ���1 has ondutor fM f�f0f0. Also note that for i = 1; 2 the unitai = �i�0($}i)�1 satis�es aiai = 1 for all omplex onjugations  and so is aroot of unity. Thus the spei�ed restritions have orders dividing wE00M in the�rst two ases and #(OM=lfM f�f0f0OM)� in the third ase.We an �nd a harater�1;S0 : Yq2S0M�q �! (EM)�
with the desired restritions to Qq2S0 Q �q , M�}1 , M�}2 and O�M;l, and with orderdividing w. As (Yq2S0M�q �Yq 62S0O�M;q)=M�S0 ��! A �M =M�M�1;
it suÆes to �nd a harater�S01 : Yq 62S0O�M;q=Z�q �! (EM)�
whih oinides with ��11;S0 onM�S0=Q �S0 . One an hoose suh a harater whihis trivial on W0 and so has order dividing w0. 2We remark that as �( Æ�)jj jji�11 has �nite image ontained in the totallypositive elements of E� we must have �( Æ �) = jj jj�1i1.If x is a plae of EM above a plae x0 of M , let �x denote the haraterA �M =M� �! (EM)�xa 7�! �(a)a�1x0where ax0 denotes the x0 omponent of a embedded in (EM)�x via the naturalmap Mx0 ! (EM)x.Set b = �}1}2 and b0 = b \ E, so that OE=b0 �= OEM=� � OEM=}1 �OEM=}2. Let Wb0;0=Q denote the �nite free group sheme with OE-ationwhih has Wb0;0(Q a) �= OE=b0(1)�OE=b0:By the standard pairing onWb0;0 we shall mean the mapWb0;0
OEd�1E ! W_b0;0whih orresponds to the pairing(OE=b0(1)�OE=b0) � (OE=b0(1)�OE=b0) �! OE=b0(1)(x1; y1) � (x2; y2) 7�! y2x1 � y1x2:32



We will let X=Q denote the moduli spae for quadruples (A; i; j; �), where(A; i; j) is an E-HBAV and � : Wb0;0 �! A[b0℄ takes the standard pairingon Wb0;0 to the j-Weil pairing on A[b0℄. As b0 is divisible by two primeswith oprime residue harateristi we see that X is a �ne moduli spae. Asin setion 1 of [Rap℄ we see that X is smooth and geometrially onneted(beause of the analyti uniformization of its omplex points by a produt ofopies of the upper half omplex plane).Let � denote the set of pairs(; ") 2 GL2(OE=b0)�O�E;�0=(O�E;�1 (b0))2suh that " det  � 1 mod b0:Here O�E;�0 denotes the set of totally positive elements of O�E , and O�E;�1 (b0)denotes the set of elements of O�E whih are ongruent to 1 modulo b0. Thegroup � ats faithfully on X via(; ")(A; i; j; �) = (A; i; j Æ "�1; � Æ �1):The ation of GQ on the group of automorphisms of X preserves � and wehave �(; ") = �� �(�) 00 1 �  � �(�)�1 00 1 � ; "� :The set H1(GQ ;�) is in bijetion with the set of pairs (R; ) where R : GQ !GL2(OE=b0) is a ontinuous representation and  : GQ ! O�E;�0=(O�E;�1 (b0))2is a ontinuous homomorphism with��1 detR �  �1 mod b0:This pair orresponds to the oyle
(R; )(�) = �R(�)� �(�)�1 00 1 � ;  (�)� :Thus to any suh pair we an assoiated a twist XR; =Q of X=Q .Next we will give a desription of the F rational points of XR; for anynumber �eld F . Let N 0 denote the splitting �eld of  . Let WR=Q denote the�nite free group sheme with an ation of OE suh thatWR(Q a) �= OE=b0 �OE=b0
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with Galois ation via R. By the standard pairing on WR=N 0 we shall meanthe mapWR
OE d�1E ! W_R (de�ned overN 0) whih orresponds to the pairing(OE=b0 �OE=b0) � (OE=b0 �OE=b0) �! OE=b0(x1; y1) � (x2; y2) 7�! y2x1 � y1x2:Then F rational points of XR; orrespond to quadruples (A; i; j; �), where(A; i; j)=N 0F is an E-HBAV and where � : WR �! A[b0℄ suh that� under � the standard pairing on WR and the j-Weil pairing on A[b0℄orrespond, and� for all � 2 Gal (N 0F=F ) there is an isomorphism�� : �(A; i) ��! (A; i)suh that �(j) = ��� Æ j Æ (�)� for some lifting  (�)� 2 O�E of  (�) andsuh that for some lifting �� 2 GF of ��A[b0℄ ���! A[b0℄" "WR R(��)�! WRommutes, where the left vertial arrow is �� Æ � and the right one is �.We will be partiularly interested in two pairs (R; ) de�ned as follows.For � 2 Gal (N=Q ) we an write �(�) = ��2m� for some integer m�. De�ne�� = (���1)m� 2 O�EM;�1 (b) and  (�) = NEM=E�� = �2m� . As�2#k� = (��#k�)2 2 (O�E;�1 (b0))2;we see that  : Gal (N=Q ) �! O�E;�0=(O�E;�1 (b0))2is a homomorphism. LetR� = �� Ind GQGM�}1 � Ind GQGM�}2and RDih = Ind GQGM�� � Ind GQGM�}1 � Ind GQGM�}2 ;so that ��1 detR� = ��1 detRDih = �. Then (R�;  ) and (RDih;  ) de�neelements of H1(GQ ;�) and we will denote the orresponding twists of X byX� and XDih respetively. Note that X� and XDih beome isomorphi overQ l , Q p1 , Q p2 and R . 34



Lemma 4.4 Suppose that F is a number �eld. If X� has an F -rational pointthen there exists an abelian variety B=F of dimension [EM : Q ℄, an embeddingi0 : OEM ,! End (B=F ), and an isomorphism �0 between B[b℄(F a) and R�.Proof: Suppose that (A; i; j; �)=FN is a quadruple orresponding to an F -rational point of X� as above. Also, for � 2 Gal (NF=F ) let �� : �A �! Abe the maps of the last but one paragraph. Set B = A 
OE OEM and let i0denote the natural map OEM ! End (B). Let �0 denote the ompositeWR� ��! A[b0℄ �! A[b0℄
OE OEM=b = B[b℄:De�ne f0 : OEM ! HomOE(OEM ;OE) by f0(a)(b) = tr EM=Eab and setf = j(1)
 f0 a polarisation of B. Also set�0� = �� 
 �� : �B �! B:We see that �0� ommutes with the ation of OEM , that �f = (�0�)_f�0� andthat for any lifting �� 2 GF of ��B[b℄ �0��! B[b℄" "WR� R�(��)�! WR�ommutes, where the left vertial arrow is ��Æ�0 and the right one is �0. As thequadruple (B; i0; f; �0) has no non-trivial automorphisms (beause any auto-morphism of (B; i0; f) has �nite order and beause b is divisible by two primeswith distint residual harateristi), we see that �0��(�0� ) = �0�� . Thus we andesend (B; i0) to F in suh a way that �0 also desends to an isomorphism�0 : WR� �! B[b℄ over F . 2
Lemma 4.5 XDih has a Q -rational point and hene X� has rational pointsover Q l , Q p1 , Q p2 and over R .Proof: Fix an embedding � : M ,! C and let � denote the CM -typefor EM onsisting of all embeddings EM ,! C whih restrit to � on M .Let (d�1EM )� denote the ordered OE-module fd 2 d�1EM : tr EM=Ed = 0g with(d�EM 
E;� R )+ the subset with positive imaginary part under � 
 � . Fromthe theory of omplex multipliation (see [Lang℄, partiularly theorem 5.1 ofhapter 5) we see that there is� an abelian variety A=M of dimension [E : Q ℄;35



� an embedding i : OEM ,! End (A=M);� an isomorphism j : (d�1EM )� �! P(A; ijOE); and� for eah prime q of E a Galois invariant isomorphism �q : OEM;q(�q) �!TqAsuh that� the ation of EM on Lie �A isL�2� �; and� for any d 2 (d�1EM )� whih is totally positive the j(d)-Weil pairing onTqA is given by x� y 7�! tr EM=Edxy:(For the existene of j note that if f is a polarisation of �A=C suh thatthe f -Rosati involution stabilises and ats trivially on E, then the f -Rosatiinvolution also stabilises EM and ats on it via omplex onjugation. Thisfollows from the fat that EM is the entraliser of E in End (�A=C ).) As�( Æ �) = (jj jj�1i1) ÆNM=Q , we see that for � 2 GM we havetr EM=Md�q(�x)�q(�y) = �q(�)tr EM=Md�q(x)�q(y):Thus the quadruple (A; ijOE ; j; (Qq �q) mod b0) de�nes a point in XDih(M).As �(�Æ ) = (jj jj�1i1�)ÆNM=Q , we see that Æ�ÆNNM=M = �Æ ÆNNM=Mand so over NM there is an isomorphism between (A; i; j; f�qg) and (A;  Æi Æ ;  Æ j; f Æ �q Æ g). Thus the point in XDih(M) � XDih(NM) de�ned by(A; ijOE ; j; (Qq �q) mod b0) is invariant under  and so lies in XDih(Q ). 2Combining the last two lemmas with a theorem of Moret-Bailly (see theo-rem G of [Tay4℄) we see that we an �nd a Galois totally real �eld F of evendegree in whih l, p1 and p2 split ompletely, an abelian variety B=F of di-mension [EM : M ℄ and an embedding i : OEM ,! End (B=F ) suh that B[�℄realises � and, for i = 1; 2, B[}i℄ realises Ind GQGM (�}i mod }i). As both B[�℄and B[}2℄ are unrami�ed at any prime above p1, we see that B has semi-stableredution at any prime above p1. As p1 splits ompletely in F and as B[}1℄is reduible as a representation of the deomposition group of any prime of Fabove p1, we see that T}1B is an ordinary representation of the deompositiongroup at any prime of F above p1. If x is a prime of F above l then Ix ats onboth B[}1℄ and B[}2℄ via e!k�(l+1)2 � e!lk�(l+1)2 where e!2 : Ix ! O�EM is tamelyrami�ed and redues mod � to !2. Thus Ix ats on T}1B by e!k�(l+1)2 �e!lk�(l+1)2 .Beause Ind GFGFM (�}1) is modular, theorem 5.1 of [SW2℄ tells us that there is a
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algebrai, uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) of weight 2 andan embeddingM� ,! EM suh that ��;}1 is equivalent to T}1B. (Alternativelyone may appeal to the main theorem of [SW1℄, theorem 3.3 of this paper anda standard desent argument.) It follows that in addition ��;� is equivalent toT�B. This ompletes the proof of proposition 4.1.Using Langlands base hange [Langl℄ we immediately obtain the followingorollary.Corollary 4.6 Let l > 2 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) isa ontinuous odd representation with �jIl � !k�12 � !l(k�1)2 for some integer2 � k � l. Then there is a Galois totally real �eld F of even degree in whihl splits ompletely, a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation �of GL2(A F ) and an embedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight 2;3. the entral harater of �1;l is unrami�ed; and4. for eah plae x of F above l, WD�(�x) is tamely rami�ed and(WD�(�x)jIx mod �) = !k�(l+1)2 � !lk�(l+1)2 :
5 Change of weightIn this setion we will prove various re�nements of proposition 4.1, but �rstwe shall disuss some results about ongruenes between modular forms.Let F be a totally real �eld of even degree in whih a prime l > 3 splitsompletely. Let n denote an ideal of OF oprime to l. Let  : (A 1F )�=F� !(Q al )� be a ontinuous harater trivial on O�F;x if x6 jl and on (1 + lOF;x) ifxjl. Suppose further that there exists i 2 (Z=(l � 1)Z) suh that for a 2 O�F;l, (a) is ongruent to (Na)�i modulo the maximal ideal of OQal .Let D denote the division algebra with entre F rami�ed at exatly thein�nite plaes of F . Let OD be a maximal order in D and �x an isomorphismOD;x �= M2(OF;x) for eah �nite plae x of F . We will write� U0(n; l) for Uf1g(nl), and� U1(n; l) for U(OF =lOF )�(nl).
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We will let �i denote the harater U0(n; l)=U1(n; l) ! (Fal )� whih sends u,with ul = � � �� d � ;to (Nd mod l)i. We will also let �i denote the Teihmuller lift of �i. For anyOQal -algebra R, there is a natural embeddingS�i
R; (U0(n; l)) ,! S�i
R; (U1(n; l)) = S2;R; (U1(n; l));whih is equivariant for the ation of Tx and Sx for all x6 jln, and for U$xfor xjn. The image is the subset of S2;R; (U1(n; l)) where hhi = 1 for allh 2 (OF=lOF )�. If � : h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l)) ! Fal has non-Eisenstein kernel thenfor xjl we have det ��jIx = !1+i:The operators U$x and V$x on S2;Fal ; (U1(n; l)) ommute with the ationof hhi for h 2 (OF=lOF )� and hene preserve S�i; (U0(n; l)). We will leth�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l))0 (resp. h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l))00) denote the ommutative subalgebraof the endomorphisms of S�i; (U0(n; l)) generated by h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l)) and U$x(resp. V$x) for all xjl. If � : h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l))0 ! Fal and �(U$x) 6= 0 then
��jGx � � �1 �0 �2 �where �2 is unrami�ed and �2(Frobx) = �(U$x) (see [W1℄).If f1 2 S�i; (U0(n; l)) and f2 2 S��i; �1(U0(n; l)) then de�ne (f1; f2) to beX[x℄2D�n(D
QA1 )=U0(n;l)(A1F )� f1(x)f2(xw)(#(U0(n; l)(A 1F )� \ x�1D�x)=F�)�1;

where wx = � 0 1$x(n)x 0 �if x6 jl and wx = 12 if xjl. This is easily seen to be a perfet pairing. Moreovera standard alulation shows that the adjoint of Sx is S�1x , the adjoint of Txis S�1x Tx, the adjoint of U$x for xjn is S�1$xU$x and the adjoint of U$x forxjl is S�1$xV$x. Thus if � : h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l)) ! Fal then there is also a ho-momorphism �� : h��i;Fl ; �1(U0(n; l)) ! Fal satisfying ��(Tx) = �(Sx)�1�(Tx)and ��(Sx) = �(Sx)�1. Moreover if � extends to h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l))00 so that�(V$x) 6= 0 then �� extends to h��i;Fl ; �1(U0(n; l))0 with ��(U$x) 6= 0. We
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dedue that ��� = �_�(1). Hene if � : h�i;Fl ; (U0(n; l))00 ! Fal and �(V$x) 6= 0then ��jGx � � ��1 �0 !i�2 �where �1 and �2 are unrami�ed.We will denote by I i the indued representation from U0(n; l) to UH(n) of�i. It is a tesnor produt Nxjl I ix where I ix is the indution from U0(n; l)x toGL2(OF;x) of �i. We an realise I ix onretely as the spae of funtions� : k(x)2 � f(0; 0)g �! Falsuh that �(a(x; y)) = ai�(x; y) for all a 2 k(x)�. The ation of GL2(OF;x) isvia (u�)(x; y) = �((x; y)u). We have an isomorphismS�i; (U0(n; l)) �= SIi; (UH(n))under whih f 2 S�i; (U0(n; l)) orresponds to F 2 SIi; (UH(n)) iff(g) = F (g)((0; 1)x)and F (g)(ax; bx) = f(gu�1)where u 2 GL2(OF;l) and u mod x = � � �ax bx �for all xjl.Now suppose that 0 � i � l� 2. If x is a prime of F above l then we havean exat sequene(0) �! Symm i((Fal )2) �! I ix �! Symm l�1�i((Fal )2)
 deti �! (0):The �rst map is just the natural inlusion of homogeneous polynomials ofdegree i into the spae of homogeneous funtions of degree i. The seond mapsends a homogeneous funtion � onto the polynomialX(s;t)2P1(k(x)) �(s; t)(tX � sY )l�1�i:
Thus for any subset T of the set of plaes of F above l we have a submoduleI iT � I i with I iT �=Ox62T Symm i((Fal )2)
Ox2T I ix:39



These give rise to subspaesS�i; ;T (U0(n; l)) � S�i; (U0(n; l))with S�i; ;;(U0(n; l)) �= Si+2;Fal ; (UH(n))as a module for the Heke operators Tx and Sx for all x6 jln and for U$x for allxjn.The following lemma is a variant of an unpublished result of Buzzard (see[B℄).Lemma 5.1 For any set T of plaes of F above l and for any plae x 62 T ofF above l there is an injetion�x : S�i; ;T[fxg(U0(n; l))=S�i; ;T (U0(n; l)) ,! S�i; ;T (U0(n; l))whih is equivariant for the ations of Ty and Sy for all y 6 jl and for U$x forxjn, and suh that the ompositeS�i; ;T[fxg(U0(n; l)) �x�! S�i; ;T (U0(n; l)) ,! S�i; ;T[fxg(U0(n; l))oinides with V$x.Proof: De�ne U0(T ) � UH(n) by U0(T )y = U0(n; l)y if y 2 T and U0(T )y =UH(n)y otherwise. Let �T denote the representation(Oy2T �iy)
 (Oy 62T Symm 2+i((Fal )2)
of U0(T )l. If x 62 T is a plae of F above l, let �T;x denote the representation(Oy2T �iy)
 ( Oy 62T[fxgSymm i+2((Fal )2)
 (Symm l�1�i((Fal )2)
 deti)
of U0(T )l. Then the exat sequene(0) �! S�i; ;T (U0(n; l)) �! S�i; ;T[fxg(U0(n; l)) �!�! S�i; ;T[fxg(U0(n; l))=S�i; ;T (U0(n; l)) �! (0)is identi�ed to the exat sequene(0) �! S�T ; (U0(T )) ��! S�T[fxg; (U0(T [ fxg)) ��! S�T;x; (U0(T )) �! (0);
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where �(f)(g) = f(g)(0; 1)xand �(f)(g)(X;Y )x = X(s:t)2P1(k(x)) f(gu(s; t)�1)(tX � sY )l�1�i
with u(s; t) 2 GL2(OF;x) ongruent to� � �s t �modulo x.Now de�ne � : S�T;x; (U0(T )) �! S�T[fxg; (U0(T [ fxg))by �(f)(g) = f(g)(1; 0)xwhere  = � 1 00 $x � 2 GL2(Fx):To see this is well de�ned the only slightly subtle point is that if u 2 U0(n; l)xthen �(f)(gu) = f(g(�1u))(1; 0)x= (detu)if(g)((1; 0)x(�1u�1))= (detu)if(g)(�x(u)= detu; 0)x= �x(u)�if(g)(1; 0)x= �x(u)�i�(f)(g):Moreover � is learly injetive and equivariant for the ation of Ty and Sy ify 6 jln and for U$x for xjn. Finally we have(� Æ �)(f)(g) = P(s:t)2P1(k(x)) f(gu(s; t)�1)tl�1�i= Ps2k(x) f(gu(s; 1)�1)= (V$xf)(g):as we an take u(s; 1) = � 1 0s 1 � :2
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Corollary 5.2 There is a natural surjetionh�i;Fal ; (U0(n; l))!! hi+2;Fal ; (UH(n))whih takes Ty to Ty and Sy to Sy for all y 6 jln and whih takes U$x to U$x forall xjn. If m is a maximal ideal of h�i;Fal ; (U0(n; l)) suh that for any xjl thereis some maximal ideal m00x of h�i;Fal ; (U0(n; l))00 extending m and ontainingV$x, then hi+2;Fal ; (UH(n))m 6= (0). This assumption will be veri�ed if m isnon-Eisenstein and the kernel of a homomorphism � : h�i; (U0(n; l)) ! Falsuh that for all xjl ��jGx 6� � ��1 �0 !i�2 � ;with �1 and �2 unrami�ed.Proof: Choose a minimal T suh that S�i; ;T (U0(n; l))m 6= (0). If T = ; thenSk;Fal ; (UH(n))m 6= (0) and the orollary follows. Thus suppose that x 2 Tand set T 0 = T � fxg. By our minimality assumption we see thatS�i; ;T (U0(n; l))m �! (S�i; ;T (U0(n; l))=S�i; ;T 0(U0(n; l)))m �x,! S�i; ;T (U0(n; l))mand the omposite oinides with V$x. Thus V$x is an isomorphism onthe spae S�i; ;T (U0(n; l))m and V$x does not lie in any maximal ideal ofh�k�2;Fal ; (U0(n; l))00 above m, a ontradition. 2We also have the following lemma, whih generalises results of Ash andStevens [AS℄. We write U0 for QyGL2(OF;y).Lemma 5.3 If k 2 Z�2 and if � : hk;Fal ; (U0) ! Fal is a homomorphism,then there is a homomorphism (D�) : hk+l+1;Fal ; (U0) ! Fal suh that for allplaes y 6 jl we have (D�)(Ty) = �(Ty)(Ny) and (D�)(Sy) = �(Sy)(Ny)2.Proof: If f 2 Sk;Fal ; (U0) then the funtion(Df)(g) = f(g)(jjN det gjj(N det gl))�1;where jj jj : (A 1)� ! Q �>0 denotes the produt of the usual p-adi absolutevalues, lies in S�k;Fal 
(Ndet); (�ÆArt�1)(U0). Moreover if Tyf = af (resp. Syf =bf) then Ty(Df) = a(Ny)(Df) (resp. Sy(Df) = b(Ny)(Df)). Thus it suÆesto exhibit an embeddingS�k;Fal 
(N det); (�ÆArt�1)(U0) ,! Sk+l+1;Fal ; (�ÆArt�1)(U0)
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ompatible with the ation of Ty and Sy for all y 6 jl. By lemma 1.1 it suÆesto exhibit a GL2(OF;l)-equivariant embeddingOx (Symm k�2(k(x)2)
 det) ,!Ox Symm k+l�1(k(x)2);
or simply GL2(OF;x)-equivariant embeddingsSymm k�2(k(x)2)
 det ,! Symm k+l�1(k(x)2)for all xjl. Beause l splits ompletely in F suh an embedding simply resultsfrom multipliation by X lY �XY l, as we see from the following alulation.For a; b; ; d 2 F l we have(aX + Y )l(bX + dY )� (aX + Y )(bX + dY )l= (aX l + Y l)(bX + dY )� (aX + Y )(bX l + dY l)= (ad� b)(X lY �XY l):2 We now turn to our improvements to proposition 4.1. First we have thefollowing lemma.Lemma 5.4 Let l > 3 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) is aontinuous odd representation with �jIl � !k�12 � !l(k�1)2 for some integer 2 �k � l. Then there is a Galois totally real �eld F in whih l splits ompletely,a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) and anembedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight 2; and3. for eah plae x of F above l, �x has ondutor dividing x.Proof: Let F , �, � be as provided by orollary 4.6. Let  0 : (A 1F )�=F� !(Q al )� be the harater suh that �( 0ÆArt �1) equals the determinant of ��;�.Thus  0 is unrami�ed away from l. Let n0 denote the prime to l part of theondutor of �. Let D be the division algebra with entre F whih is rami�edat exatly the in�nite plaes of F . Let OD be a maximal order in D and �xan isomorphism OD;x �= M2(OF;x) for eah �nite plae x of F . Let O denotethe ring of integers of Q al .Let �k denote the harater F�l2 ! O� whih sends a to the Teihmullerlift of ak�l�1. Let �(�k) denote a model over O of the representation of43



GL2(Zl) !! GL2(F l) denoted the same way in setion 3.1 of [CDT℄. Let �kdenote the representation Nxjl�(�k) of GL2(OF;l). From proposition 4.1,lemma 1.3 and lemma 4.2.4 of [CDT℄ we see that there is a homomorphism�1 : h�k;O; 0(UH0(n0)) �! Falsuh that ker�1 is non-Eisenstein and ��1 � �jGF .By lemma 3.1.1 of [CDT℄ we see that �k
Fal has a Jordan-Holder sequenewith subquotientsRT =Ox62T Symm k�2((Fal )2)
Ox2T (Symm l�1�k((Fal )2)
 detk�1)
where T runs over sets of plaes of F above l, and where, if k = l, we onlyhave one subquotient namely T = ;. Thus for some T , �1 fators throughhRT ;Fal ; 0(UH0(n0)). It then follows from orollary 1.5 that for x 2 T we musthave �jIx � !k�l2 � !kl�12 or � 1 �0 !k�1 � :Thus in fat �1 must fator through hR;;Fal ; 0(UH0(n0)) = hk;Fal ; 0(UH0(n0)).It follows from the �rst part of orollary 5.2 that �1 gives rise to a map�0 : h�k�2;O; 0(UH0(n0)) �! Falsuh that ker�0 is non-Eisenstein and ��0 � �jGF . The proposition follows. 2

Combining the lemma 5.4 with the main theorem of [SW1℄, we immediatelyobtain the following orollary.Corollary 5.5 Let l > 3 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) is aontinuous odd representation with �jIl � !k�12 � !l(k�1)2 for some integer 2 �k � l. Then there is a Galois totally real �eld F in whih l splits ompletely,a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) and anembedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight 2;3. for eah �nite plae x of F not dividing l, �x is unrami�ed; and4. for eah plae x of F above l, the ondutor of �x divides x.
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Now we an use orollary 5.2 to obtain a further re�nement of proposition4.1.Lemma 5.6 Let l > 3 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) isa ontinuous odd representation with �jIl � !k�12 � !l(k�1)2 for some integer2 � k � l. Then there is a Galois totally real �eld F of even degree in whihl splits ompletely, a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation �of GL2(A F ) and an embedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight k; and3. �x is unrami�ed at every �nite plae x of F .Proof: Now let F , �, � be as provided by orollary 5.5. Also denote by 0 : (A 1F )�=F� ! (Q al )� be the harater suh that �( 0 Æ Art �1) equalsthe determinant of ��;�. Thus  0 is unrami�ed away from l. Note also thatif a 2 O�F;l then  0(a) is the Teihmuller lift of (Na)2�k mod l. Let D be thedivision algebra with entre F whih is rami�ed at exatly the in�nite plaes ofF . Let OD be a maximal order in D and �x an isomorphism OD;x �= M2(OF;x)for eah �nite plae x of F . Let U0 =QyGL2(OF;y). There is a homomorphism�0 : h�k�2;Fal ; 0(U0(OF ; l))! Falwith ker�0 non-Eisenstein and ��0 � �jGF . By orollary 5.2 this fatorsthrough hk;Fal ; 0(U0) and the proposition follows. 2Finally we have the following version of our potential version of Serre'sonjeture.Theorem 5.7 Let l > 3 be a prime. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(Fal ) isa ontinuous irreduible odd representation with �jGl irreduible. Then thereis a Galois totally real �eld F of even degree in whih l splits ompletely, aregular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation � of GL2(A F ) and anembedding � :M� ,! Q al suh that1. �jGF � ��;�;2. �1 has weight k�, where k� is the weight assoiated to �jGl by Serre in[S℄; and3. �x is unrami�ed for every �nite plae x of F .
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Proof: From the de�nition of k� we see that there is an integer 0 �  < l�1suh that 2 � k� � (l+ 1) � l and (�
 ��)jIl � !k��1�(l+1)2 � !l(k��1)�(l+1)2 .By lemma 5.6 we an �nd a Galois totally real �eld F of even degree in whih lsplits ompletely and a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation� of GL2(A F ) suh that1. (�
 ��)jGF is equivalent to ��;� for some prime �jl and some embeddingk(�) ,! Fal ;2. �1 has weight k� � (l + 1); and3. �x is unrami�ed at every �nite plae x of F .By lemma 1.3 we an �nd, for some harater  , a homomorphism� : hk��(l+1);Fal ; (U0)! Falwith non-Eisenstein kernel suh that �� �= (� 
 ��)jGF . The theorem nowfollows from lemma 5.3. 2
6 AppliationsCombining theorem 2.1 of [Tay4℄, theorem 5.7, theorem 3.3 and a standarddesent argument (see for example the proof of theorem 2.4 of [Tay3℄) weobtain our main theorem.Theorem 6.1 Let l > 3 be a prime and let 2 � k � l � 1 be an integer. Let� : GQ ! GL2(OQal ) be a ontinuous irreduible representation suh that� � is rami�es at only �nitely many primes,� det �() = �1,� �jGl is rystalline with Hodge-Tate numbers 0 and 1� k.Let � denote the redution of � modulo the maximal ideal of OQal . If �jGl isirreduible assume that � restrited to Q l(p(�1)(l�1)=2l) is irreduible. (Thiswill be the ase if, for instane, 2k 6= l + 3.) Then there is a Galois totallyreal �eld F in whih l is unrami�ed with the following property. For eahsub�eld E � F with Gal (F=E) soluble there is a regular algebrai uspidalautomorphi representation �E of GL2(A E ) and an embedding � of the feild ofoeÆients of �E into Q al suh that 46



� ��E ;� � �jGE ,� �E;x is unrami�ed for all plaes x of E above l, and� �E;1 has weight k.Combining this with theorem 3.4.6 of [BL℄ we dedue the following orol-lary.Corollary 6.2 Keep the assumptions of theorem 6.1. If � is unrami�ed ata prime p and if � is an eigenvalue of �(Frobp) then � 2 Q a and for anyisomorphism i : Q al �! C we haveji�j2 � p(k�1)=2:Continue to assume that � satis�es the hypotheses of theorem 6.1. If p 6= land if i : Q al �! C then we de�neLp(i�;X) = i det(1� �Ip(Frobp)X) 2 C [X℄:Corollary 6.2 tells us thatLl(i�; s) =Yp6=l Lp(i�; p�s)�1de�nes a meromorphi funtion in Re s > (k + 1)=2.Choose a non-trivial additive harater 	 = Q	p : A =Q ! C � withker	l = Zl and 	1(x) = e2�p�1x. Also hoose a Haar measure dx =Q dxp onA F with dx1 the usual measure on R , with dxl(Zl) = 1 and with dx(A F =F ) =1. If p 6= l we will let WD(�jGp) denote the Weil-Deligne representation asso-iated to �jGp. Then we de�ne�(i�; s) = p�1kYp6=l �(iWD(�_jGp)
 jArt �1j�sp ;	p; dxp):
(See [Tat℄.) Note that �(i�; s) = WNk=2�s where W is independent of s andwhere N is the (prime to l) ondutor of �. The proof of orollary 2.2 of [Tay4℄then gives the following orollary.Corollary 6.3 Keep the assumptions of theorem 6.1 and let i : Q al �! C .There is a rational funtion Ll(�;X) suh that if we setL(i�; s) = Ll(i�; s)Ll(i�; l�s)�1then L(i�; s) has meromorphi extension to the entire omplex plane and sat-is�es the funtional equation(2�)�s�(s)L(i�; s) = �(i�; s)(2�)s�k�(k � s)L(i(�_ 
 �k�1); k � s):
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The proof of orollary 2.4 of [Tay4℄ also gives us the following result.Corollary 6.4 Keep the assumptions of theorem 6.1 and if k = 2 furtherassume that for some prime p 6= l we have
�jGp � � �� �0 � � :Then � ours in the l-adi ohomology (with oeÆients in some Tate twistof the onstant sheaf) of some variety over Q .By a rank d weakly ompatible system of l-adi representations R over Qwe shall mean a 5-tuple (M;S; fQp(X)g; f��g; fn1; :::; ndg) where� M is a number �eld;� S is a �nite set of rational primes;� for eah prime p 62 S of Q , Qp(X) is a moni degree d polynomial inM [X℄;� for eah prime � of M (with residue harateristi l say)�� : GQ �! GLd(M�)is a ontinuous representation suh that, if l 62 S then ��jGl is rystalline,if p 62 S [flg then �� is unrami�ed at p and ��(Frobp) has harateristipolynomial Qp(X); and� fn1; :::; ndg is a multiset (i.e. set with multipliities) of integers suh thatfor all primes � of M (lying above a rational prime l) the representation��jGl is Hodge-Tate with numbers fn1; :::; ndg.We will all fn1; :::; ndg the Hodge numbers of R. We will all R stronglyompatible if for eah rational prime p there is a Weil-Deligne representationWDp(R) ofWQp suh that for primes � ofM not dividing p, WDp(R) is equiv-alent to the Frobenius semi-simpli�ation of the Weil-Deligne representationassoiated to ��jGp . We will all a rank 2 weakly ompatible system R regularif the Hodge numbers are distint and for one, and hene all, primes � of Mwe have det ��() = �1.We remark that whatever is meant by a \motive", the l-adi realisationsof a \motive" would give rise to weakly ompatible systems of l-adi repre-sentations whih are generally expeted to be strongly ompatible. Moreoverone an use the Hodge realisation to see that if the Hodge numbers of a rank48



2 \motive" are distint then the assoiated system of l-adi representationsis regular in the above sense. This explains the perhaps somewhat unnaturalde�nition of regularity given above.The following lemma is an easy onsequene of the haraterisation of onedimensional Hodge-Tate representations of GQ .Lemma 6.5 If R=Q is a rank 2 weakly ompatible system of l-adi representa-tions and if �� is absolutely reduible for one �, then �� is absolutely reduiblefor all �.We will all a rank 2 weakly ompatible system of l-adi representationsreduible if the hypothesis (and hene the onlusion) of the previous lemmaholds. Otherwise we all it irreduible.Theorem 6.6 Suppose that R = (M;S; fQx(X)g; f��g; fn1; n2g)=Q is a regu-lar, irreduible, rank 2 weakly ompatible system of l-adi representations withn1 > n2.1. For all rational primes p 62 S and for all i :M ,! C the roots of i(Qp(X))have absolute value p�(n1+n2)=2.2. R is strongly ompatible.3. Fix i :M ,! C . If we de�neL(iR; s) =Yp Lp(iWDp(R)_; s)�1
and �(iR; s) = i1+n1�n2Yp �(iWDp(RS)_ 
 jArt �1j�sp ;	p; dxp)
then the produt de�ning L(iR; s) onverges to a meromorphi funtionin Re s > 1� (n1+n2)=2 and L(iR; s) has meromorphi ontinuation tothe entire omplex plane and satis�es a funtional equation(2�)�(s+n1)�(s+n1)L(iR; s) = �(iR; s)(2�)s+n2�1�(1�n2� s)L(iR_; 1� s):

Proof:We may assume that n1 = 0. For all but �nitely many primes � ofM the representation �� satis�es the hypotheses of theorem 6.1. The �rst part
49



follows immediately from orollary 6.2. Choose one suh prime � and �x anembedding M� � Q al . Let F be as in theorem 6.1 and write1 =Xj mjInd Gal (F=Q)Gal (F=Ej)�j
where mj 2 Z, Gal (F=Ej) is soluble and �j is a harater of Gal (F=Ej). Foreah j we have a regular algebrai uspidal automorphi representation �j ofGL2(A Ej ) with �eld of oeÆients Mj and an embedding �j :Mj ,! Q al suhthat ��j ;�j � ��jGEj :We see in partiular that �j : Mj ,! M . Thus any embedding �0 : M ,! Q al0gives rise to an embedding �0j : Mj ,! Q al0 . From the Cebotarev densitytheorem we see that ��j ;�0j � ��0 jGEjand hene that ��0 =Xj mjInd Gal (Qa=Q)Gal (Qa=Ei)��j ;�0j 
 �j:
As the ��j ;�0j are strongly ompatible (see [Tay1℄), the same is true for the��0 . (To hek ompatibility of the nilpotent operators in the Weil-Delignerepresentations one noties that it suÆes to hek that they are equal afterany �nite base hange.) Moreover we see thatL(iR; s) =Yj L(�j 
 (�j Æ Art Æ det); s)mj
and that �(iR; s) =Yj �(�j 
 (�j Æ Art Æ det); s)mj ;
and the third part of the theorem follows. 2As an example suppose that X=Q is a rigid Calabi-Yau 3-fold. Let X=Zdenote a model for X. Also let �X(s) denote the zeta funtion of X, so that�X(s) =Yp �X;p(p�s)�1;
where �X;p(T ) is a rational funtion of T and for all but �nitely many p wehave �X;p(T ) =Yx (1� T [k(x):Fp ℄)
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where x runs over losed points of X � Fp . If we setZX(s) = ((s� 1)(s� 3))�1(2�)�sdimH2(X(C );R )�(s� 1)dimH2(X(C );R )=1�(s� 2)dimH2(X(C );R )=�1�X(s);then we have that ZX(s) = ABs�2ZX(4� s)where B is a non-zero rational number and where A = �1. (To see this notethat� H0(X � Q a ; Q l) = Q l and H6(X � Q a ; Q l) = Q l(�3);� H1(X � Q a ; Q l) = H5(X � Q a ; Q l) = (0);� H2;0(X(C ); C ) = H0;2(X(C ); C ) = (0) and so by Lefshetz's theoremthere is �nite dimensional Q -vetor spae W with a ontinuous ation ofGQ suh that H2(X � Q a ; Q l) �= W 
Q Q l(�1)and H4(X � Q a ; Q l) �= W_ 
Q Q l(�2)for all rational primes l; and� fH3(X � Q a ; Q l)g forms a regular, rank two weakly ompatible systemin the above sense.Thus it suÆes to ombine the above theorem with the funtional equationfor Artin L-series.)
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